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campus news
Lubbers outlines goals fo r the year
by Suttn Collins
Editor :s Chief
The Budget, a strong liberal a m  program, the state's 
economic condition, increasing private support, the 
downtown center are just a few of the concerns for 
Grand Valley's President Arend O. Lubbers this coming 
year.
Lubbers stated that he has not received any word 
about further reductions for this fiscal year which ends 
Sept. JO. But there is still doubts for the coming year.
"What worries us is revenues (for the state) are not 
encouraging-cars are not selling." Lubbers said.
“ We now have a budget that can be in balance if there 
are no more cut backs before next June.” Lubbers 
commented.
However, the President believes there's a good chance 
cutbacks will occur once again this year.
"Therefore, we've budgeted conservatively so we 
won't have the serious problems,” he stated.
“ Yet, there isn't anyone anywhere that can predict 
what is going to happen." Lubbers added.
“ I think that as I stated last January, as far as higher 
education is concerned, for the most pan. any kinds of 
extras have been cut by colleges in the state. Any 
iurtha eductions will mean we have to  cut and elimin­
ate services further," the President said.
The President dismissed any talk of closing Grand 
Valiev- or any other colleges though.
"Closing to  me is careless talk. In a state with a 
budget of S5 billion-close Grand Valiev- and save 
$13 million- Big deal. Close them all and save $40 
roil linn- To talk about closing is counterproductive." 
Lubbers remarked.
Lubbers felt citizens of the state need to  establish 
their priorities about higher education. Also, he said 
the state should appropriate a decided amount of 
money divide it among the colleges and let them do 
what they can.
Lubbers discussed some of the goals for Grand 
in the next year, the major one being establishing strong
liberal arts requirements.
“ We have to continue to concern ourselves with 
general education ,” Lubbers commented.
“ It's :imc to iook at the origins of Grand Valley 
which was a liberal arts collegc-and see that our
curriculum in liberal arts is strong and accomplishes 
what we want it to in the student's intellectual develop­
ment.”
“ I realize this is a rather difficult problem for Grand 
Valley because the undergraduate colleges are separate 
and don't always agree on liberal arts requirements." 
Lubbers stated.
“ I hough the problem exists. ! think wc should solv­
it."  be added.
Lubbers felt the faculty must determine what a 
liberal education constituted and what courses in each 
college meets this objective.
“We have to  assess the effectiveness of our student 
services and continually find ways to make the life of 
the student on this campus intellectually stimulating and 
free from as many administrative hassles as possible- 
plus provide an environment for good social inter­
action." he stated.
The President also believes that with the financial 
status of Michigan all colleges and universities must 
consider what they can do to improve the economic 
outlook for the state.
“ I don't believe we should hurriedly propose solu­
tions, but analyze the talent and committment we have— 
then carefully work out what Grand Valley's role should 
be in the economic region of the state.” Lubbers said.
Other considerations for the year include increasing 
the breadth of private support for Grand Valley, the 
development o f the Grand Rapids Center and an addi­
tion to the science facilities on campus.
Lubbers cited the state’s economic condition as the 
biggest problem in working with higher education todav.
"For the faculty and administrators wiio work in 
higher education, the foremost problem is the uncer­
tainty even fear and anger brought about by the 
economic decline in the state and its effect on colleges 
and univcisities.” said Lubbers.
“ To live with the uncertainty and still be committed 
and enthusiastic about educating and serving students is 
the important challenge." Lubbers commented.
“This economic condition is not an easy one-1 
believe, however, that it is not the worst educators have 
confronted and a positive attitude and spirit will go a 
long way in keeping our institution strong," Lubbers 
concluded.
■v
Fall enrollment 
target
looks
optimistic
\____________________
The official target for fall enrollment prepared by the Budget office is 
7.231 students. And. according to Registrar Lynn Breskv the goal is 
obtainable.
“ Given where we are right now with registration. I don’t doubt we will 
make it.” Bresky stated.
Bresky said summer orientation programs have been successful. More­
over. she felt August 31 orientation session would be the biggest yet.
Admissions Director Carl Wallman said applications are 15 -perccn: 
ahead of last year.
“The primary thrust has been from outside the tri-county area." 
Wallman stated. “The main reason being a majority of rhe adult studests, 
the part-time and graduates have yet to come in.”
However, Wallman did sav that applications are ahead even withic the 
tri-county region.
Wallman also remarked that the residence halls are already filed to 
over-capacity.
TWO OF DR. RICHARD FLANDERS' anthropology stud ants, Tami Young and Henry Hardy, remove 1,000 year 
old artifacts from an archaological excavation on the Grand River near campus (photo by Dan R. Seeley).
Guaranteed student loans bear the biggest cut
bv Susan Collins
EJitorin-Cbief
According to  Ken Fridsma. 
Director of Financial Aids at Grand 
Valley, student aid didn 't receive the 
severe cut anticipated from the Reagan 
Administration last winter.
“The biggest changes were made in 
the Guaranteed Student Loan program 
;GSL)," Fridsma said.
One of the major changes is the 
eligibility criteria for GSLs. Students 
whose parents have an adjusted gross 
ncome o f 530.000 or more will have 
to under go a needs analysis before a 
loan can be given. Exactly what 
system of needs analysis a student will 
have to complete is undetermined at 
this point
Another change in the GSL needs 
analysis is the term estimated financial 
assistance. Estimated financial assis­
tance will include Pell Grants (formly 
known as BEOG). Supplementary 
Educational Opportunity Grant 
(SEOG), work study, social security 
student benefits, Gl Bill, plus any 
other available assistance. Also, a 
provision was adopted which prohibits
GSLs from being treated as a replace­
ment from parental contributions.
Other changes sure that student 
social security benefits and Gl Bill 
payments arc to be valued 100°o in 
determining a student's need for GSL. 
•All grace periods following deferments 
have been eliminated and the min­
imum annual repayment requirment 
on GSLs has increased from $360 to 
$600 per year.
Phis, a 5A> origination fee will be 
deducted from the face value of each 
student’s GSL. This provision vos 
made in order to save the government 
money in the program.
The new provisions in the GSL arc 
effective as of October 1. 1981. This 
means any student applying before 
this date will not be subject to the new 
changes according to Friusina.
“ Any student contemplating apply­
ing for a guaranteed Student Loan 
ought to  get their application to  us by 
September 20 in order to get pro­
cessed," Fridsma said.
"A fter that eligibility will be 
restricted,” he added.
Fridsma said the additional restric­
tions were adopted in an effort to
eliminate a lot of abuse in the pro­
gram. He explained that some GSLs 
were being procured for the sake of 
convenience as opposed co need.
Grand Valley’s financial aid awards 
for the 1981-82 academic year arc 
National Direct Student Loans 
$1,000,000, SEOG -S1.142.222; 
college work s tu d y -$879,412; Pell 
Grants are estimated at $1,500,000,
Convocation 
will be held 
Sept. 1
Convocation is scheduled for 
Sept. 1 beginning with a contin­
ental breakfast frem 9-10 am. At 
10:30, the convocation address will 
be given outlining the college's 
goals and directions for the coining 
year in the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre.
All faculty, staff and students 
arc invited to attend.
GRATA bus service undergoes changes; new route added
A new mute serving south Grand 
Rapids and Jemson will be added to 
the Grand Rapids .Area Transit 
Authors tv schedule when academic 
year bus service resumes on Monday, 
August 31. Three bus runs-morning, 
mid-day. and evening will offer direct 
service to persons living in J cnison and 
southwest Grand Rapids, with cross­
town connections with the Kastbrook 
Mall bus which runs along Burton 
Avenue and the Woodland Mall bus 
which travels primarily along 36th 
Street.
However, bus service between the 
campus and downtown Grand Rapids 
will be curtailed by eliminating six of 
the least-used runs, including evening 
service and three mid-day runs.
The changes in the GRATA 
schedule reflect a shift in resources to 
better serve the southwest corridor o f 
Grand Rapids, as well as part of
Ottawa County, areas in which pre­
viously no service was available, 
according to Ronald F. VanSIceland, 
vice president for administration.
“ We hope response to  the new 
routes will reflect the potential offered 
by an expanded transportation system 
which might eventually serve not only 
the metropolitan Grand Rapids area 
but also population concentrations in 
other areas of Kent and Ottawa 
counties," V inStcdand said.
The changes in the Grand Valley 
route were made after the State of 
Michigan Department of Transporta­
tion agreed ro subsidize one hundred 
percent cost of the Grand Valley 
State Colleges route to GRATA. 
A re-evaluation of the use of the 
service was done and the changes 
were made accordingly.
The Grand Valley State Colleges- 
South route was added after an 
amendment, proposed by Senator 
Steven Monona, was agreed upon by 
State of Michigan Department of 
Transportation.
Fare for the two Grand Valley 
routes b seventy-five cents with free
transfers.
Students pay fifty cents and get 
a transfer on any of the regular routes, 
then a quarter when they get on the 
Grand Valley State Colleges bus. 
•Also make sun. rhe driver o f the GVSC 
bus gives you a card, that you return 
upon arrival at the college, to prove 
that you paid full fare.
The fall semester service will 
operate Monday through Friday from 
August 31 through December 18. No 
buses will run on Labor Day, 
September 7. and during the Thanks­
giving holiday, November 26 and 27.
G.V.S.C.
Grand Valley State Colleges —  Grand Rapids Route
Surrounded by cornfields? There is a way out
by Jody Lynne Gust 
Features Writer
So you're on campus new, but you 
don't have a car and all you can see 
are cornfields. Don't despair there is a 
jjus service and with s little more in­
formation. which I'm going to  try to 
provide, you can go all over Grand 
Rapids and with the new route to 
Jenison. GrandviUe, aud Wyoming. 
That's, right you can get to all the 
and cheaper th is  if you drove.
There are schedule for all of the 
bus routes, upstairs in the Campus 
Center. The bus schedules aren't as 
complicated as they look. The first 
Lolumn tells you where and when the 
bus picks you up; the last one tells 
where and -kc=  the h=* you
off. So if  you know where you're at 
and where you're going you shouldn't 
have any trouble- If you have trouble 
ask the driver far information.
As you board the bus deposit your 
fare. (The driver can't nuke change so 
make sure you have the exact change.) 
If you need a transfer ask for one as 
you deposit your fare. Transfers allow 
you to switch buses enroute to your 
destination. For example you would
to another bus like the #6  Cherry- 
Woodland MalL If you have to trans­
fer and aren't sure where to catch the 
next bus just ask the driver.
Another little detail you might 
want to be aware of is how to get off 
(they do stop, you don't have to jump 
o ff as it passes your stop). About a 
block from where you want to get off, 
pull the cord above your head and the
in the cornfields after all! I hope this 
helps you in your bus adventures. 
Believe it or not public transportation 
beats the boredom of looking at 
cornfields. .
take the Grand Valley bus to 
downtown Grand Rapids and transfer
dnver will stop at the next corner.
So you see you really aren't stuck
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Student Activities: new faces and new programs for the fail
by Susan Collins
Editor-m-Chief
Student Activities will return this 
tall with some new faces, new pro­
grams and procedures, according to 
Dean of Students Linda J ohnson.
"The Student Foundation is the big 
change," Johnson stated, “ It works by 
students doing things for students.” 
Johnson credited 'Student Doug 
Hepner for doing a lot of work this 
past year in getting the Foundation 
underway. In order to be involved 
with the group students need only to 
have completed one semester and have 
a 2.0 GPA or be in good standing.
Johnson also anticipates Student 
Activities working closer with the 
Student Senate’s Recreation and Pro­
gramming Committees and with all
student organizations inorder to 
broader, the programming on campus.
Another change on campus that 
will- effect student organizations is a 
requirement to have all expenditures 
be okayed by the Dean of Students. 
.Moreover, any deficits incurred will 
have to be covered by the Student 
Activities budget. The procedure is 
not limited only to Student Activities, 
however. It is in effect for all depart­
ments on campus.
“We won’t be responsible for 
deficits from prior years,” Johnson 
said.
These deficits total 5185,000 for 
designated accounts.
“We’re not going to tc’J you how to 
spend your m oney-rather we are only 
going to validate if the funds are 
there,’’ Johnson stated.
“ I t’s sort of like a banking system, 
she added.
“ If we do a bad job. we have to pay 
the deficit out of our account and our 
budget for activities is smaller than 
Student Senate’s, so we can t afford 
it,” Johnson commented.
The Student Senate’s budget for 
the year is $60,000. Student Act­
ivities budget for activities is $16,000.
Other additions, include a student 
grievance procedure and a new student 
code. The grievance procedure is a 
first for Grand Valley students. 
There has been procedures within 
departments (which will continue to 
exist) but never an overall grievance 
procedure,
“The grievance procedure attempts 
to help students understand what 
their rights and responsibilities are.
Johnson said.
“ It defines what a grievance is and 
the procedure to handle it,” she 
stated.
The grievance procedure is de­
veloped to work out any type of 
grievance.
There have been a number of 
personnel changes within student 
activities. John Zaugra is now assis­
tant to the Dean of Students and also 
in charge of Student Activities. Kathy 
Sullivan is the new Student Activities 
Programming Coordinator. She will 
work directly with student 
organizations also cutting down 
duplication in processes for students 
planning events. Cynthia Howtan is 
the new Ravines manager and Fred 
Schill is the manager of Robinson 
House.
Participants in the 1981 French Summer School, and Professor 
Pierre Robert, Director, on the terrace of the classroom building, at 
rue de Fleurus in Paris.
The 1981 GVSC French Summer School took place for the 11tn 
consecutive yea', but was located in Paris for the first time.
Student files 
sexual 
harassment 
charges
Grand Valley student, Michele 
McFarlan filed sexual harassment 
charges against two of the college s 
employees on July 31.
McFarlan filed a complaint with the 
local office of the Michigan Depart­
ment of Civil Rights against F.nglish 
professor Dennis Kennedy and John 
B. Payne Sr., Director of the business 
work-study program.
She has also lodged a complaint 
against Payne under Grand Valley s 
Studcai grievance policy. McFarlan 
was employed as rayne’s assistant 
during the alleged incidences.
She was unable to file any com­
plaint against Kennedy because she 
allowed the time for filing to lapse.
The colleges’ policy says a student 
must file a complaint within five 
days of an alleged incident. McFarlan 
was prompted to report the alleged 
incidences after she lost a job in July.
Both Payne and Kennedy have 
denied the charges or sexuai iiaiz*. 
ment.
McFarlan’s complaint is currently 
being investigated by college author-
Blues festival returns this fall
Fast fall, the Jazz and Blues Fest­
ival, nine year tradition at Grand 
Valley, was cancelled due to problems 
in planning and alcohol abuse occuring 
during the event. Now it seems the 
festival is going to be resurrected.
and non-senate members planning the 
event while the senate picked up the 
tab.
In order to combat these problems, 
Cox spoke of the changes planned for 
this year’s festival.
College officials are pending action 
until the investigation has been com­
pleted.
According to Dave Cox, co- 
irdinator from the Student Senate's 
programming committee, the festival 
will be held Friday, September 11, 
from 5-12 p.m.
Student
employment
meeting
scheduled
Professor dies
Jay Bolt, Director of House­
keeping & Grounds, announces that 
all students seeking employment 
for Fall and Winter semesters 
should attend a meeting to be held 
in the Conference Room of the 
Service Building at 1 3 0  p.m. on 
Thursday, September 3. Students 
who wish tp  be considered for Fall 
and Winter term employment 
MUST attend this meeting.
Bert Price, associate professor in 
the School of Education, and Grand 
Valley's affirmative action officer, 
died suddenly on August 2. Price 
joined the Grand Valley s tif f  in 1971 
as a student affairs administrator. 
In 1974 he was named dean of student 
services, and in 1977 he was appointed 
affirmative action officer. He became 
a member of the School of Education 
faculty in 1978.
Before coming to Grand Valley. 
Price had served two years as residence 
hall director for Western Michigan and
a counselor at Kalamazoo Valley 
Community College for two years.
He earned his B.S. from Central 
Michigan University, and his M.A. 
and Ed. D. from Western Michigan 
University.
Price is survived by his wife, Louise, 
and three children, Christopher, 5; 
Dana. 12; and Kimberly, 14.
Memorial contributions may be 
made to Ta-Wa-Si, 1430 Edith N.E., 
Grand Rapids, 49503; or to the 
St. Philips Building Fund, 558 Henry 
S.E., Grand Rapids, 49503.
“Everyone wrote the festival off 
last year thinking that it would never 
happen again,” Cox said. But they 
were wrong.
This time they are taking a differ­
ent approach to  organizing the festival. 
“We are working with the administra­
tion instead of working against" Cox 
ad mined.
“We are following the guidelines 
they have set for us," he stated.
"We’re tightening security and also 
charging admission a dollar for Grand 
Valley Students and two dollars for 
general public." The admission 
charge is to help defray the cost of the 
festival so all senate money is not 
allocated for a single event. “We feel 
a dollar, two dollars is minimal charge 
for seven hours of music,’ Cox 
remarked.
In addition, the location has been 
moved from the Zumberge Pond area 
to the west Campus Center lawn.
Al Wygant, Director of Safety and 
Security, Jay Bolt, Director of House­
keeping and Grounds and also Tom 
Grogan, Director of SAGA Services on 
campus.
“They have been more than co­
operative in helping with this event,” 
Cox stated.
According to Cox, some of the 
major reasons for cancellation in­
cluded alcohol abuse, the Student 
Senate spending too much money on 
one event, the lack of preparation 
and planning time for the festival,
“ The acoustics aren't as good there- 
but we can accomodate a lot more 
people. Cox stated.”
Planning for the event began 
last May and has continued through­
out the summer. Cox said the Senate 
has been working closely with Linda 
Johnson, Dean of Students, John 
Zaugra, Director of Student Activities,
"The attitude of everyone involved 
is co-operation,” said Cox, "We want 
it to work because of the fact that it 
is a tradition."
Provost Glenn Niemcycr reaffirmed 
that the group has done a lot of 
planning. “There's a good sense of 
making a worthwhile event for Grand 
Valley students," Niemcycr com­
mented.
According to the Provost, the 
occurence of future Blues Festivals 
hinges on the success of this year’s 
event.
The festival is slated for September 
11, from 5-12 p.m. Gates will open at 
4 p.m. and adminssion will be $1 for 
Grand Valley students and $2 for the 
general public. Four bands arc 
scheduled to perform during the even­
ing: the Sonscals Band, the Bryan Lee 
Bandr amLl. O.U.
i
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pers pective
pro:
"They have the right to strike"
by Glenn Mitchell 
Guest Editors!!::
The results of the recent air controllers' strike 
wait prove to be historic. Either President Reagan 
will succed in crushing a small union of federal 
employees, or he will succeed in galvanizing the 
spirit of civil servants in such a manner that they 
finally achieve the right to strike. In either case, 
the results will be historic.
C A N D ID A T E  Reagan appeared to be supportive 
of the air controller's grievances last fail. Last 
September, tie even wrote a letter to Robert Poli, 
president of the Professional A ir Traffic Controllers' 
Organization JP A TC O ), and in that letter he ex­
pressed his concern about the "shambles”  in which 
the air control system found itself. C A N D ID A T E  
Reagan informed Robert Poli that there were too 
few air controllers working too many hours in a 
stress-filled job with obsolete equipment. He then 
promised that his administration would be much 
more' receptive to the needs of the air controllers. 
In return. Candidate Reagan was reguarded with 
PATCO 's support last November.
How soon P R E S ID E N T Reagan forgot!
T o  his credit. President Reagan succeeded on 
June 22nd in negotiating a contract which PATCO.s 
president, Robert Poli, termed "acceptable." 
But, as Robert Poli warned might happen, the gen­
eral membership of P A TC O  overwhelmingly re­
jected the contract.
So, did President Reagan, a man never noted for 
his ability to compromise, attempt to renegotiate 
those issues which troubled the air controllers? 
After a fashion, yes! He offered to make several 
insignificant concessions to the air controllers, in 
return for which, he expected the air controllers to 
capitalale on all the major issues. That's President 
Reagan’s idea of a labor contract negotiation.
Some persons will undoubtably object that the 
demands of the air traffic controllers were wholly 
outrageous and, hence. President Reagan was just­
ified in not renegotiating with the air controllers. 
Had the air controllers planned on achieving all of 
their demands, then perhaps they were expecting 
too much. But there is no evidence that the be­
lieved they would win everyone of their demands.
It is in the nature of labor negotiations that both 
management and labor begin by demanding as
much as possible for their side. Following these 
opening demands, negotiations normally ensure 
until a compromise is reached. If negotiations 
reach an impasse, then binding arbitration is fre­
quently resorted to. Such a process requires that 
both sides be willing to bargain in good faith how­
ever.
Unfortunately, the Reagan administration was 
unwilling to bargain in good faith with P A TC O . 
The-/ wished to make P A TC O  into our example. On 
August 2nd, a full day before the air controllers 
began their strike, the Reagan administration's 
spokesmen were announcing that President 
Reagan had made his rival offer on June 22nd, 
that it was non-negotiable, that the air controllers 
were forced to accept President Reagan's terms 
sure they could not strike, and that the President 
would fire any air controllers who chose to strike.
Such statements do not indicate a willingness on 
the part of the Reagan administration to bargain in 
good faith. Rather, they indicate a desire for a 
head-to-head confrontation with P A TC O  and the 
air controllers. Had he chosen to do so, President 
Reagan could have easily defused the situation by 
reopening the bargaining process. If he honestly 
believed that his offer on June 22nd was equitable 
and just, he could have defused the situation by 
agreeing to binding arbitration. But, both of these 
alternatives presuppose that President Reagan 
worked to defuse the situation; something, he 
obviously did not wish to do.
Once he refused to bargain in good faith. 
President Reagan left the air controllers no choice 
but to strike-law or no law. How else could the air 
controllers attemot to force the Reagan administra­
tion back to the bargaining table? Striking was the'* 
only means at the disposal of the air controllers to 
break the Reagan administration's intransigence. 
Had the Reagan administration continued to bargain 
in good faith throughout this ordeal, then, perhaps, 
the sir controllers would not have refused to con­
tinue bargaining in good faith; they chose to be 
obdurate and abuse their position by forcing their 
terms on the air controllers-the Reagan administra­
tion cared little whether the air controllers objected 
to the terms or not.
President Reagan has repeatedly reminded us
"Striking is selfish and irresponsible"
by Warren P .flay
Guest Editors!ist
por years, the Lanthom has carried editorials 
that have slammed big business and praised the 
work of unions. But, are the unions so good? The 
relationship between unions and rising inflation, 
Unemployment, and depression in the northern 
industrial states needs to be exposed.
The purpose of a union is to serve employment 
for all with good pay and safe working conditions. 
But this is not the case. As the union, a bargaining 
unit, achieves higher pay for its members, other 
jobs are lost in the process. (There is a trade off 
between wages paid and the number of people 
hired.) Why? Because a business must monitor its 
costs and make adjustments, so that it can make a 
profit. (Believe it or not, profit is not a dirty 
word!) The union achieves higher pay for some 
workers at the expense of other workers jobs.
With the rising labor costs and union pressure, 
can you see why companies turn to automation? 
This alternative is very attractive oecau« tho work 
is 99% perfect and can be depreciated over a 20 year 
span.
Let's talk monopoly for a moment and apply it 
to unions. A  monopoly occurs when a supplet 
(unions supplying workers) can raise its price of 
the service even though demand is low. Is this not 
what a union does? In Detroit, a couple of years 
ago, 1 out of 3 U AW  workers were unemployed. 
But, that year, tha U AW  won their largest package 
ever. Why isn't there any trust legislation here? 
People ray monopolies are terrible, aon’t they?
Unions play a lead role in the rising inflation 
problems of our country. As unions win hugs 
concessions, this increased cost incurred by the 
company is passed along to the consumers, (Cost- 
Push Inflation). Then, since more Americans hava 
more dollars, chasing scarce goods, prices are 
driven up, (Demand-Pull Inflation). A  type of 
Catch-22 appears. Unions want more money 
because of rising expenses, and expenses are rising 
because the unions want more money. Also, as 
unions win larger packages, other unions demand 
more. A  type of, "m y union is stronger than your 
union/' situation starts to snowball.
By living in Michigan, we know that ou 
economy is depressed. 3ut why? Could it be that
the cost of goods, (both an wholesale and ret-« , 
levels), is relatively higher than other regio n. > his 
difference is caused by the high labo' costs 
Northern states must cope with. A  smart company 
is going to buy its resources from those regions 
where goods cost less. Again, we set unions as the 
main force behind layoffs and depression. We are 
now seeing a massive migration to the southerrt 
states. Incomes of northern businesses fali, tax 
payments are less, and Northern governments run 
into problems. Does this need be the case?
Finally, union members agree to let the union 
interfare with their lives. But who gave them the 
power to interfere with our lives? When a strike is 
called, the people of America suffer the most.
Striking is irresponsible and selfish! When the 
air controllers walked out, a major airline laid off 
1,600 people. Who's going to put food in their 
kid's mouth? When baseball players walked out, 
who suffered more? Management and players, or 
these people who rely on that industry to pay their 
bills? The effects of the baseball strike were felt all 
the way back here in a Grand Rapids hot dog plant. 
Who ga/e these people the right to interfere with 
our lives?
The scorpion, in fits of rage, has been known 
to sting itself and die of it's own poison. Are 
unions killing off their members when they call 
a strike in fits of rage? Of course. But, how long 
can workers stand for this?
Arc- questions being raised in your mind? Invest­
igate it yourself. Maybe, you'll find that your 
BEOG was cut, your eating eggs and rice, and you 
or someone you know is laid off because of the 
effect unions have on our lives and the free 
enterprise system.
The Lanthom welcomes guest editorials from its 
readers. I f  you have any views you would like to 
express, please feel free to suomit them to the 
Lanthom for publication.
Those submitted should be double spaced and 
typewritten legibly. The Lanthom  is located in 
the Campus Center basement.
lanthom editorials
Sexual harassment
What to do?
With the recent charges that have been filed, sexual harass­
ment has become the number one topic of discussion around 
campus.
Sexual harassment is serious, 
charge can be crippling.
The  act is intolerable. The
Students should not be subject to any behavior other than 
academic. We have rights-we do not hold second-class status. 
Such incidences should be exposed and dealt with appropri­
ately.
A t the same xime, we can not convict anyone before the 
jury is in, so to speak. It is crucial that we have all the facts, 
that we have thoroughly investigated all aspects of the situation. 
After all, we are dealing with people's lives.
There is no simple answer.
However, an important key to this issue and others is the 
existence of fair and effective recourse for students. The 
Student Affairs office has taken one gisnt step forward in 
this area. A  new student grievance procedure has been dev­
eloped to handle such problems, whether they be sexual 
harassment, discrimination, etc.
Students have a responsibility to use this system in their 
attempt to solve their grievances. Moreover, the college has the 
responsibility to make the system work (i.e. make sure it does 
deal with problems and finds solutions).
Welcome back!
Th e  Lanthom  staff would like to  welcome everyone bank to 
campus and taka the time to  encourage its feeders to  feel free 
to  express their opinions b y w riting letters.
If  you have id e s , grievances or just have something to  s a y - 
use us. We are here to  provide inform ation and link you with 
the current events and people on and off campus.
Christmas at Conoco
by Thomas D. Smith 
Guest Editorialist
By the time you read this I'll be negotiating for 
a nice little ol' permanent space of my own, right 
here among the editorial P2ges of the Lanthom, in 
what I would consider to he the intellectual high 
rent district.
Oh, well, of such stuff are dreams made.
And speaking on the subject of dreams, how 
would you like to have this as a choice of Christmas 
presents: you are holding stock in Conoco, the 
nation's ninth-largest oil producer, and one of the 
following compan.os offers you an outrageous price 
- i n  either cash or shares in their company-for what 
you hold: DuPont, Seagram, Mobil, Texico. Now 
comes tha inquiry, in the classic phrase make up 
your mind and choose!
If you sold out before this mess that I’m about 
to retell happened, you're not as smart as you think 
you are/were/may be (I give more than one choice 
to cover my tracks). If you held on to the bitter 
end, would you be kind enough to invite me over to 
your place just before the Vuletide for some choco­
late, so I can ask you what you went through?
Here's the scenario, in a nut: Back last May the 
Canadian firm of Dome Petroleum offered Conoco 
shareholders 65 bucks a share in the coin of the 
realm for as much as 22 million shares in the com­
pany. When the tender was revealed, 55 million 
shs res were offered by the shareholders! That 
desire to sell-and-be-damned provoked an inquest 
by many an interested party (in fact, the only 
reason Dome wanted the shares was to gain control 
or a Canadian-based Conoco subsidiary). The 
inquest-or treasure hunt, which is a more 
precise phrase-revealed that Conoco's assets, in 
terms of domestic oil reserves, foreign oil holdings 
(much in the North Sea, right off of merry ole 
England), and coal concerns (subsidiary Consoli­
dation Coal just happened to be revealed as tha 
Number Tw o  coal producing company in the 
U .S .A .) amounted to as much as $140  per share—
and at the time, Conoco's stock was sailing for 
about 50 bucks per sharel Not a*«n Vegas gives 
out bettei jackpots.
So in hopped seagram's, the booze brothers, 
offering to buy 25 percent of Conoco. The latter 
told 'em, in so many words, to go off in a corner 
and cry in a shotglass. But this more panicked the 
Conoco board to call DuPont and ask for help 
(in short, wanna be the groom in a "shotgun
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marriage" for cheap?). Board chairman Edward 
G. Jefferson of DuPor.t said O.K. jn the form of 
cash for 40 percent of Conoco stock and a swap of 
1.6 shares in DuPont for the remainingoutstanding 
Conoco certificates. When Seagram upped its bid 
to 85 bucks a share for 51 percent of Conoco stock, 
DuPont followed suit by going to 95 bucks a snare 
for 40 percent of the Conoco stock and 1.7 DuPont 
shares for the rest to complete the deal. Than and 
there, Conoco's crew capitulated. Mobil did not 
though: they decided to offer 90 bucks a share, 
offering to buy up to 43.5 million shares in total—  
and offering for the rest Mobil securities of many 
undisclosed forms at a rata equal to the 90 buck a 
share cash offer. So— let me ask if your mind is on
the lanthorrfc
The Lanthom is published weekly during each samastar by tha students of Grand Valley 
State Collages. It ~  funded in part by tha Student Senate of tha college.
Opinions expressed in the Lanthom are not necessarily those of Grand Valley State 
Colleges.
The Lanthom office is located in the lower leva! of tha Campus Canter, 1 College Land­
ing, Allendale. Michigan, 494Q1. Telephone; 896-7803.
vacation now!
And there's more! Seagram asked if Mobil 
wanted to join in on a joint bid for Conoco; Mobil 
told the M ER R Y  M ER G ER  M EN to go to hell.
B U T TH E  TO PPER  came from Texaco, in the 
form of Conoco identifying their fellow oil 
producer as the source of a secret 85 dollar a share 
bid that had to be reported, by law (whatever law 
is) to the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
And the icing on the whole fruitcake was when 
Texaco lined up six billion dollars of credit in 
various European banks; that cash— the largest single 
credit arrangement of all tim e-w ould fund the 
Legal Services Corporation for close to 20 years, 
given fluctuations in the inflation rate.
DuPont finally won, paying 98 dollars per share 
for 55 percent of Conoco and offering 1.7 shares of 
DuPont for those shares not sold.
There is s lessor to be learned here, supposedly: 
this is not a case of greed, but it is a case of risk. 
The biggest losers could turn out to be DuPont’s 
shareholders, whose board has gone out on ; "m b to 
acquire a company that may not turn out to be such 
a great deal. Mobil's purchase several years ago of 
the Montgomery Ward chain, which has cost the 
parent company close to 400 million dollars in 
interest-free loans (similar to Chrysler's bailout) 
because of poor performance, is a recant example. 
And, of course, greed really doesn't hold up as an 
excuse to beef in this case: if you and I had found a 
similar bargain on a scale clvx»r to our own (not 
many of us can spend up to seven billion t/..eks to 
buy a company), we would buy it too. Of course 
we would, since the desire to swing the best deal 
is considered normal in a capitalist society.
So hold your beefs and wait; after all, there's no 
such thing as a "sure thing". . .not even during 
Christmas time, now matter how early the yuletide 
seeson can be said to hava arrived.
Smith is a journalism major at W .J.C ., who hat 
spant the summer o f 1981 working fo r W C U Z  at 
a reporter.
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arts/entertainment
“Artists of Grand Kapids, 1840-9” opens the A rt Museum
by JiHayne Prince 
Arts/Entertainmer.t Editor
Many students, faculty members, 
and administration travel for miles to 
view die works of great artists from 
around the wcrld. This fail, all will 
ha’ e the opportunity to travel just a 
few miles into Grand Kapids to view 
7-t of 27 great artists, not from
the comers of the world, but from this 
area. Grand Rapids.
“ '.rtists of Grand Rapids, 1840- 
19F0" will be exhibited in the Grand 
Rr.pids Art Museum and the Grand 
Rapids Public Museum to inaugurate 
the move of the Art Museum to its 
new location, the historic Federal 
Building.
Said J. Grey Sweeney, guest curator 
of the exhibition and GVSC professor 
o f Art History, “Just as the renovation 
of the Federal Building provides a 
sence of continuity with the architect- 
ual accomplishments of the past, this 
exhibition offers today’s generation of 
Grand Rapids artists and the general 
public a strengthened sense of identity 
with the city’s cultural heritage in the 
visual arts, as well as a fuller under­
standing of its place in the larger con­
text of the history of American art.”
One third of the exhibition will be 
shown at the Public Museum which 
will begin on September 13, the other 
two-thirds of the exhibition wiil be 
shown at the Art Museum beginning 
September 17. It will run through 
November 29 at both locations. 
“Two and a half months should give 
everybody an opportunity to see it,” 
said Sweeney, "plus experience the
Band goes 
to Silverdome
by J illaync Prince
A rts/Entertainment Editor
The beginning of the fall sea­
son of sports and competition is 
close at hand, and GVSC will be 
putting forth a few Fingers to aid 
that beginning. When the Lions 
host their home opener, Septem­
ber 6, at the Pontiac Silverdome, 
the GVSC marching band will take 
part.
"We’re the featured band,” said 
William Root, band director, “This is 
the first time we’ve ever done this and 
it’s quite a prestigious thing. . . We’ll 
be performing during pre-game and 
half-time."
As this is their first experience 
of this kind, rbe band is determined to 
make a good impression. The fall 
session begins September 2, just a few 
days before the performance, so there 
is not much time for practice. Because 
of this, the band plans to use the time 
they have to its full potential.
The band had one summer 
practice, but will begin doubletime the 
week of August 30. Said Root, “We’ll 
work all day Monday, Monday night, 
Tuesday, and Tuesday night. School 
begins Wednesday, we’ll have rehcrsal 
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday at 
the regular hour. Saturday well pra­
ctice all day, and Sunday we’ll leave 
about 7:00am."
new Art Museum building which is 
really quite impressive.”
Although over one hundred artists 
are known to have been “ in” or “o f ’ 
Grand Rapids, only 27 will be pre­
sented since, according to Sweeney, 
“ In several cases, no extant works 
could be discovered, or the only 
extant works were restricted from the 
exhibition because of their size or 
conservation status. The livng artists 
included in this exhibition were 
selected because they have achieved an 
outstanding national reputation.”
“Artists of Grand Rapids, 1840- 
1980” will trace the development of 
art in Grand Rapids and highlight the 
careers of such nationally-known 
artists from the city as Mathias Alten, 
Frederick Stu’rt Church, Reynold 
Wcidenaar, and Paul Collins.
Also included are artists less well- 
known locally than nationally: Will 
Howe Fo'.te, Samuel Horton, Gcrrit 
Beneker, Jaro Hess, Orville Buiman, 
and Kreigh Collins. A number of these 
artists may not have been shown in 
Grand Rapids for almost half a 
century, some never.
“ I think it will be a really popular 
exhibition,” said Sweeney, “because 
many of the works included here arc 
in the style of American impressionism 
Grand Rapids for almost half a 
century, some never.
“ I think it will be a really popular 
exhibition,” said Sweeney, “because 
many of the works included here are 
in the style of American impressionism 
or are representational, things that 
people can really enjoy and become 
excited by. This is appropriate; for 
the artists of Grand Kapids around the
turn of the century, when the local 
Art Association began and the Federal 
Building was the city’s busy post 
office, worked largely in the impre­
ssionist and realist vein."
A fully-illustrated 150 page cata­
logue will be available which re­
produces all 74 works and provides 
the art-historical context of the ex­
hibition. The book, which includes 
eight color plates and 64 black and 
white illustrations, is authored by 
Sweeney.
Sweeney began the work for the 
show over two years ago with the 
help of GVSC students. Said
Sweeney, “ I had several students who 
did some preliminary research and 
came up wdth quite a bit of informa­
tion so I knew there was a lot of stuff 
out there. I didn’t really start working 
on the show until May, when the Art 
Museum agreed to do it. Since then, 
i’vc been working 12 hours a day, 
every day, to bring the show
together.”
Along with his art history students, 
Sweeney have been assisted in com­
pleting the project by the staffs of the 
Art Museum and the Public Museum, 
as well as by local colleagues in art 
history.
Prior to his work on “Artists of 
Grand Kapids, 1840-1980,” Sweeney 
presented the exhibition “Themes in 
American Painting” in 1977 in the 
Art Museum.
All the works needed for the ex­
hibition were located by Sweeney, and 
as many of the artists are little studied, 
locating even one work by some 
proved to be very difficult.
PRESENT
T H E
M ICH AEL ST A N L E Y  
B A N D
S E P T . 9
THE GRAND CENTER
RUM ANMTOtnM iV
$9.00/$8.00ALL. SEATS R ESER VED
Tickets now on ale at all Believe in Music stores. Boogie records in 
Kalamaxoo. Woodmark Sound in Holland. Disc and Tape in Muske­
gon. and the Grand Center Boa Office Phone: 456-3926.
“One of the exciting things about 
it,” Said Sweeney, “ is all the artists 
that have been discovered. . . There are 
at least a dozen really interesting 
early artists that no one knew about 
until I really started digging around. 
That’s alwa/s exciting to  me, to find 
artists who have been lost."
“The Artists of Grand Rapids, 
1840-1980” provides the people of 
Grand Rapids and the surrounding 
area the opportunity to recognize and 
appreciate its own artists. Sweeney 
refers to it as “ a debt of gratitude 
owed to the city's artists over the 
years.”
For those interested in learning 
more about the artists of Grand 
Rapids, Sweeney will be giving several 
lectures at the Art Museum, the first
one September 27 i t  3 00 nm.
“Many absorbing pleasures of the 
eye and a deepened awareness of the 
city’s art history await viewers of this 
exhibition at both the Art Museum 
and the Public Museum.” said 
Sweeney, “ It is my hope, as curator 
of the exhibition, that it will fill a
long-standing need, honoring the in­
valuable contributions to civic iife by 
artists of Grand Rapids over the past 
century and a half. If the exhibition 
succeeds in that goal and helps to 
•waken interest in Grand Rapids' 
heritage, then it will have fulfilled 
its pupose."
V l AKE DPfV-r NEAR WEALTHY
f  4 5 4 - 9 0 7 4  -------- - ...
T H E  L A N T H O R N  
IS NOW A C C E P TIN G  
A P P L IC A TIO N S  
FOR  T H E  F A L L  SEM ESTER  
IN T H E  FO LLO W IN G  
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• M A R K ETIN G  8> A D  SALES 
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•PH OTO G RA PH ERS 
• L A Y O U T S  DESIGN  
•GRAPHIC A R T IS TS  
• TY P E S E TTE R S
work/study preferred 
but not essential
writing applications 
should include a 
writing sample
CA LL E X T . 120 FOR M ORE IN FO
The Lanthorn is located in the 
Campus Center
MOVIE
MADNESS
Mon. th ru  Thurs. Low Prices!! 
Big Hits!!
Double 
Features!!
T J 0 W  P L A Y IN G  - EN D S TH U R S .
MONTY PYTHON S
LIFE OF BRIANS
" • w H o L y O iW L  A p i
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O N E  O F  THE BEST 
TH IN G S  T H A T  EVER 
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News Writers 
Features Writers 
Sports Writers
The Lanthorn is now 
interviewing for:
Typesetters 
Advertising 
Sales and 
Design
Internships and 
Independent 
Studies available.
Call The Lanthorn at ext 120
GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGES 
LUNCHBREAK SERIES 
1981 - Fail Semester
WHAT? A professional series of music, ♦heatre, dance, mirr.e performances
WHERE? Louis Armstrong Theatre
WHEN? 12 Noon to 1:00 P.M. - See Schedule
COST? FREE T O  S T U D E N T S , F A C U L T Y , S T A F F  A N D  G U E S TS
FALL SEMESTER PROGRAM 
September 16 Beth Katz, Red Rug Puppet Theatre 
22 Eddie Russ Ltd, Jazz Quartet 
25 Brian Dykstra, Ragtime Piano
30 New World Quartet, Nationally Acclaimed String Quartet 
0ctober 5 Chelsea Trio , Bassoon, Clarinet, Piano Trio  from New York City 
14 Deanna Morse, Film Animation Lecture/Demcnstration
22 Nikolai Massenkoff, Bass-Baritone Singer
23 Saturday Brass - Brass Quintet
28 Belmont and Stolzenberg, Clown/Mime Duo
November 8 Milwaukee Chamber Theatre (Lunchbreak and evening performance) 
Performing Shaw's "Dear Liar" at 8:00 p.m. and "Once in a Milne at
noon.
13 University of Michigan Woodwind Quintet 
18 Weekley and Arganbright, Pianists
December 1 John Buttrick, Pianist
4 Paul Kosower, Cellist, Performing on a Gabrielli Cello made in 1751
ELECT LUNCHBREAK AS A O N E CREDIT COURSE?
CAS MUSIC COURSE NO. 180 - Lunchbreak Series 
Code 2929 12:00 noon Variable Meeting Days
Louis Armstrong Theatre Faculty: Arthur C  Hills 
1 credit Grading: Cre-dit/No Credit
FIRST MEETING O F  THE CLASSi, SEPT. 9, 72 N O O N , LA.T.
:1
\
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Allendale W elcom es You
These Allendale Merchants W ish to Serve Y o u
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A M O C O  M O TO R  CLU B C A R D S
24 HOUR SERVICE
»MAjUK <£ MINOR' 
REPAIRS
•TOW ING SERVICE
★  Full Service
★  Self Service
First Station 
West Of Campus
Call 895-4354
For Road Service
5575 Lake Mich. Dr. 
Allendale, Mi.
»  _
•DEE CEE 
•Wtangier
[u*.! In
THIRD
3
FNtHATION
Hour’. M<>n - S.i! -^A & Wed 1-6
10% OFF PURCHASE
WITH
V A LID A TED  G.V.S.C. S TU D EN T I.D.
1
Allendale Party 
Sfore
6781 LK. Ml. Ur. 
895-7888
'Lowest c>as Prices 
in the Area
Milk, Bread, 
Pop, Snakes, 
Hot Sandwiches
Car Care Products
We l lonor 
Master charge 
and Citgo 
Charges and 
checks
M-F 6:30atii -
10:00pm
s 8:OOpm -
lo .oopm
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
*20-4279 Lk. Mich.
★  Records and Tapes 
★ 'Musical Instruments
★  Reeds, Oils, Metronomes, Etc.
★  Sheet Music ★ Repairs
★  Lessons ★  Discount Prices!
•Open evenings till 8 PM*
Phone: 8 9 5 -7 9 2 0
B O N US: Bring this ad in for $1.00 off any record 
or tape regular $5.00 up. Or 2 sets of guitar strings for 
the price of one!
Second 
Aiundafc 
Christian 
Reformed 
Church .
o
¥
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SERVING ALLENDALE 
FOR
OVER 70 YEARS
ALLENDALE TELEPHONE
COM PANY
6568 LAKE MICH. DR.
A T  TH E  TIM E 
A N D
TE M P E R A TU R E  
A LLE N D A LE  
SIGN IN
HRS. 8:00-5:00 M-F 
8:00-12:00 S A TU R D A Y  
895-4312
Allendale
t e  ■A  Telephon
Applications for service must be made in 
person at the business office.
FOR DIALING IN S TR U C TIO N S  
A N D  R ATE IN FO R M A TIO N , 
REFER TO  PGS. 1-5 
O F  Y O U R  LO CAL D IR EC TO R Y
“KEEPING YOU IN TOUCH”
Piersma Pharmacy
6857 Lk. Mich. Dr. 
895-4358
OPEN 9-9
♦  10% Student Discount on prescriptions
(Excluding Oral Contraceptives)
♦  Large Supply o? School & Office Supplies
at discount prices
♦American Greeting Cards and Gift Dept. 
Cosm^ties-.Iewelry Appliances
♦  24-48 hour Film Service
♦  Small Appliance and Razor Repair 
♦  Pay Utilities bills here
c o u p o n
12 Pak  C a m  
Pe p a i ,  M  o u n t a i n  D e w  
D iet P e p i i  
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Lunchbreak Series attended by brown-baggers
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tyjffla* Prince
Arts/Lrrttainment Editor
Evcrfo often during the academic 
ya r ' A finds students, faculty, 
adminis|tors, and community mem­
bers wajng into the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre/ith brown-bag lunches. It is 
not b^Jse Saga is unappealing, 
rather, Lunchbreak Series perfor­
mance taking place.
The Inchbreak Series, which does 
not chal admittance, is composed of 
various ie hour performances in the 
srts, insdmg such things as mime, 
dance, strumentalists, and singers.
Each performance takes place at 12 00 
noon in the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
The series, which has berm in effect 
for four years, was the idea of Art 
Hills, former director of PAC and pre­
sent executive of the board of control. 
"There are a lot of reasons for it." said 
Hills, “Pint of all, we are largely a 
commuter icnooi. . . and when a coiTi- 
muter goes home at night, he doesn't 
want to come back for a night concert. 
It is the time in the day when people 
are more available to go to recitals, 
concerts, and so on. That was prob­
ably the biggest reason. Also, 1 hon­
estly believe that part of a well-round­
ed education for any student is to 
learn about music, theatre, and dance. 
Performance is the essence of the arts; 
no question about it .”
The series offers approximately 25 
performances per year, which include 
many professionals, yet. GS SC can 
not afford to pay professional pnees 
with the number of its budget cuts. 
Hills explains. "What I've been able 
to do, in all honesty, is tell the agents 
'Look, we have a Lunchbreak Senes 
and we can not pay much'. • ' ve
had some extraordinary artists because 
we earrh rhem in route from one place 
to  another.’’
Hills applied to the Michigan Coun­
cil of the Arts for monies through the 
developmental Arts Projects. Unfort­
unately, like many other state func­
tions, the Michigan Council of the 
Arts received a cut back in funding, so 
GVSC was declined the request. How­
ever, the Council did say, regarding the
Lunchbreak Series, the "artistic value 
of project. . . shows imagination and 
planning implementation. . . no nega­
tive comments." Therefore, the 
I tinchbreak Series still needed funds.
Fortunately." said Hills, "they were 
available."
For the first time. Fall 1981, stud­
ents may elect the Lunchbreak Series 
as a one-credit course from the CAS 
Music Department. In addition to 
attending the performances, students 
will attend three lecrure/discussion 
sessions dealing with concert etiquette; 
the various elements of music, theatre 
and dance; and with background in­
formation on the performances. The 
first meeting of the class will be held 
September 9 in L.AT. ar 12 noon 
Grading will be on a. credit/no credit 
basis. The course will be taught by 
Art Hills. For further infor­
mation. call Mr. Malts at extention 224.
-4 -
Places to go, things to do ...
i
in:Lurch break Series Hancock, Carmen McRae and the Sun Ra Orchestra.
9/7 12pm One Hundred Entertainments-.\ pro­
file of a travelling acrobatic troupe in concerts
9/4 1pm Music By Tchaikovsky-Kenneth China. September 1 Charlie Da dels Band
9/16 Beth Katz, Red Rug Puppet Theatre. SchemcThom conducts Tchaikovsky. 2pm The Thnerman Debates ami Human 8< Juice Newton-
12 noogpm Caldcf Fine Arts Center. Symphony No. 5 and the Waltz from Rights-A debate centered around the Meadowbrook
Eugene Onegin. charges against U.S foreign policy by
9/22 Eddie Russ Ltd., jazz quartet. Calder 9/5 3 30pm Singles Strategy-Just get the ball back, Jacobo Timmerman. 5 Doobic Brothers-
12 noolpm Fine Arts Center. that's the best singles strategy accord­ Castle Farms
ing to  Vic Braden. current events
9/25 Brian Dykstra, ragtime piano. Calder 6:30pm The Magic o f  Oil /’jm/ing-William 5 George Benson-Pine
12 noolpm Fine Arts Center. Alexander demonstrates his famous wet- Now-9/5 The Diary o f  Anne Frank Knob
on-wet technique as he paints seal rocks Tartuffe by Moliere
9/30 New World Quartet, nationally acclaim­ 7prn Classic Country-Hosts for the program As you Like It by Shakespeare 6 George Benson-Pine
1 2 noolpm ed string quartet. Calder Fine Arts are Ernest Tubb and Minnie Pearl. My Fair Lady Knob
Center. 10pm The Golden Fortress-A mystery about a (Plays will perform in rotation, Hope
child who claims to remember his previ Summer Repertory Theatre in Holland). 8 Joumey-Pinc Knob
WGN/S-TV 35 ous incarnation and the site of a fabu­ -
lous treasure. Now-9/12 Feg ‘o my Heart-A 1912 comedy by the y journey-Pine Knob
9/1 lp | Resolution on Saturn-An update on the 12:30am America To The Woon-The landing of 8; 30 pm Fri & Sa; Village Flayers. Greenfield Village and
1979 journey o f Voyager 1 to the maj­ Apollo 15 and the first use of the lunar Henry Ford Museum, Dearborn. 11Journey-Pine Knob
estic ringed planet. rover.
8pn Road to Happiness-A look at the images 9/6 10am Atomic Veterans-Two men talk about Now-11/1 Pioneers Early 20tb Century Art from 11 Bruce Springsteen
and realities of industrial giant Henry their acute health problems, wiiich they Midwestern Museums- the  new Grand ! lorizion
Ford. attribute to radiation exposure. Rapids Art Museum.
lOpi Appointment with Destiny: Surrender 2pm Twelfth Mjgbf-Dramatization of 12 Journey-Pine Knob
at Appamatox-A chronicle of the final Shakespeare’s lyric comedy of mis 9/14-11/29 Artists o f Grand Rapids. 1840-1980-
days of the Civil War. placed love, mistaken identity and com­ Grand Rapids Public Museum, the new 12 Bruce Springstecn-
9/2 7pr Silent Countdown-Five people with high ic revenge. Grand Rapids Art Museum. Pinc Knob
blood pressure ire leaving work; one of 5pm America fungs-Featured performers arc
them won’t make it home; this program First Love, Slaughter, and the Sound 70 9/27 Lecture Artists c f  Grand Rapids. 18 Pat Benctar-Pine
looks at who and why. Singers. 3pm 1840-1980-by GVSC professor J. Grey Knob
8pm A’o More Mountains-The story of the Sweeney. The new Grand Rapids Art
8pm The Chicago Jazz Special-A special Cmco, a group of mountain people re- Museum. 19Pat Benetar-Pinc
taped performance with Herbie cruited by the C.I.A. in Vietman.
II
Knob
EESISTCATiON d e s k s
SWIMHIhJ0 Tw W |N 6 i SAWJNS | ST*0HIN6
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We pay extra for education,., 
in more ways than one
First, the college education you have already acquired can 
qualify you for advanced rank and pay. Just two years of 
formal education can mean a higher starting salary.
Secondly, you can accumulate funds for continuing your 
college education and post-graduate work at a later date.
Meanwhile, you’ll receive fully-paid training in a field of 
your choice...and you can choose almost anything from 
avionics repair to x-ray technician. No actual work ex­
perience required.
We also offer travel and adventure in addition to many 
other benefits, such as 30 days vacation earned every 
year. W e’re the U .S . Arm y. Find out how we may fit into 
your future plans.
Call SGT James Sm ith
363-U879
BE ALL 
YOU CAN BE
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People standing along the rail­
ing at the upper level o f  the 
County Building, watching the 
other people.
by Jillayne Prince
Arts/Entertainment Editor
A festival for the arts, many arts lovers 
have a misconceived notion that they must 
travel quite a ways to find one, but one was 
held right in Grand Valley’s backyard June 
4, 5 and 6 when Grand Rapids held Festival 
‘81. 1981 is the twelfth year such a festival 
has been held in the Calder Plaza, a very 
appropriate spot as art lovers could appreci­
ate Grand Rapids' symbol along with the 
local art which was brought in.
A special honor given to Festival ’81 was 
the American Council for the Arts choosing 
Grand Rapids and the period o f the festival 
as the place and time to hold the annual 
National Conference for Arts Festivals.
Although Festival '81 catered to lovers o f  
what one thinks o f  as traditional art paint­
ings, sculptures, photographs, it also in­
cluded the arts o f  ethnic foods, song, dance, 
performance, and crafts.
The festival was a place for all ages. Two 
favorites o f the kiddies were the "glue-in" 
and the “paint-in. ’’ Each o f  these enclosed 
areas were places where children could 
express their crative talents without the aid 
(or hinderance) o f  their parents; each had a 
sigh “no parents allowed. ”
The kids designed some interesting things 
at the “glue-in" where they were equiped 
with glue and a very large pile o f  scrap 
wood. The artistic creations included such 
things as bat-mo-biles, wall hangings, and 
chairs. Unfortunately, those who designed 
chain did not think first about having to 
carry them around for the rest o f  their 
festival stay; one weary mother lay sprawled 
on the grass next to the chairs as her 
children played on DeSuervo’s swing sculp­
ture.
Children ride in DeSuervo’s 
Swing Sculpture as Festival 
aids provide the push.
Barents wait outside the “NO 
PARENTS ALLOWED" Paint- 
in wondering if  their children 
have the talent o f  great 
artists.
i t ;
Those at the “paint-in" also exjcssed 
themselves without the aid o f fronts. 
Each child was equipped with a paint mock 
which covered their clothes, a paint >rush, 
easle, paints, and paper. By the tin each 
was finished, they had created the own 
little “masterpiece. ” A few even beime a 
masterpiece as they somehow succct ed in 
getting more paint on themselves tl n the 
paper.
For those who wished to sit and ijoy a 
performance, there were seven stc ?s to
:hoose from on which almost 300 d erent
acts were performed throughout tl. 
days. The choices included:
three
’time.
musicals, bands, choirs, poetry, and cc tedy
“This is better than mom’s 
make-up ”
People folk dancing in the 
street.
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by Jody Lynne Gust 
Features Writer
The crowd at the Colder stage watching the many performances 
that took place there.
150 local art pieces were displayed in the 
Colder Plaza Building, while various art 
forms for sale were housed in three long 
tents. Also displayed were film and photo 
competitions, Wonderland writers, and 
youth art.
Something everyone enjoyed was the vast 
selection o f  foods from various countries 
around the world. The ethnic food booths 
boasted long lines o f  hungry people as they 
served such foods as Greek Souviaki, Polish 
hielbasa on a bun, German P.ratwurst, 
Lebanese Kefta in Pita Bread, and Syrian 
Sfceha.
The one possible upset to the Grand 
Rapids’ Festival 'SI was the case o f  “Blue- 
Flu" which officers o f  the Grand Rapids 
police department came down with due to 
contract problems. However, the “Blue- 
Flu" seemed to be an isolated illness as the 
Festival was held with no major problems.
A scene from the Civic Theatre's performance of The 
Pajama Game. ”
Many people volunteered to 
work at Festival and provide 
information fo r  the visitors.
The Sun setting over Grand Rapids as a day at the Lestival 
comes to an end.
The Grand Rapids Festival of the Arts is an annual event, 
lasting three days, usually the first weekend in June.
The Festival offers something for all ages. Participation 
activities for children like the “Glue-in wd "Paint-in"booths, 
and for adults there was folk dancing in the street.
There were also display tents with different types o f artwork 
like , pottery, watercolor paintings, weavings, sculpture and one 
tent devoted to just print making. They demonstrated the 
print making process and the prints Were available on posters, 
tote bags or tee shirts.
There were seven stages with performances going on contin­
uously all three days o f  the Festival t he stages provide a good 
way for local talent to get some showing. Area high school and 
college concert bands, jazz ensembles and choral groups 
performed. Tere were rock bands from around the Grand 
Rapids area. Also performances by the Grand Rapids
Symphony, Opera Association, Ballet and the Civic Theatre 
did excerps from their musical “The Pajama Game." There 
were many different types o f entertainment, on all 7 stages, 
to please every ones tastes.
One o f the nicest things about Festival is its free except fo r  
the food booths.
I f  you missed Festival ‘81 you'll have to attend Festival ‘82 
y o u ’ll be hooked.
The Grand Rapids Symphonic 
Band, William Root, con­
ductor and William D. Revelli, 
guest conductor.
Text and Layout by
lills-ti m / j  P n i v c  r i n r l  If  sell i  I i m n f j  f i i i c t<V i aaaax^v. v». •* — ^  ^  ••••>»*
Photos by Dduid Alan Poll
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Gain  ‘  round the turntable
with Nicks and The Cuit
by Rob Viilo
A r r s / F n t e r t a t n m e n t  w r i t e r
STEVIE NICKS Bella Donna Imp­
ressive, one could say about Nick’s 
first solo outing. This one proves that 
the lovely lead vocalist of Fleetwood 
Mac can stand on her own. In fact, 
not one other Mac member appears on 
Bella Donna. Nicks writes ever/ tune 
uy her lonesome, except for the radio- 
played “Stop Dragirt’ My Heart 
Around’’ where Tom Petty and the 
Heartbreakers stop by to have Stevie 
grace their music. Two other gentle­
men by the names of Bcnmont Tench 
and Ray Bittan also help cut with the 
writing chores on “Kind of Woman 
and “Think About It’’ (which is 
thoughtfully dedicated to other Mac 
member, Christine McVic).
A big list of session men and full- 
fledged rockstars help out with the LP, 
including Don Henley and Don Felder 
(from the Eagles), the aforementioned 
Roy Bitun (from Bruce Sprinsteen’s 
E Street Band), and of course, Tom 
Petty and his Heartbreakers, among 
many others (too few to mention in 
my allotted space).
Even though Fleetwood Mac isn t 
included in this solo spectacular, many 
of Nicks’s compositions have that Mac 
sound we all know and love. lake
“Think About It,” “Edge of Seven­
teen” and "How Still My Love.” All 
three sound like Fleetwood Mac is 
playing! Well, almost. The remaining 
seven songs show us that Stevie Nicks 
is progressively molding a style all her 
own.
Remember, it was the Buckingham- 
Nicks album wav back in 73 that 
prompted Fleetwood Mac to hire 
Stevie and Lindsey B. (Mac’s famous 
guitarist). Ever since that day 
Buckingham and Nicks were hired. 
Fleetwood Mac took off to be a 
“super” group with scorching record 
sales. Word has it that Stevie has been 
thinking about going solo on a perma­
nent basis. At this time, Fleetwood 
■Mac (including Stevie) are in the 
studio working on their upcoming LP.
This guy hopes Stevie Nicks never 
leaves Fleetwood Mac. The band has a 
special formula. Without Nicks they 
lose a special element.
BLUE OYSTER CULT-Fire o f  
Unknown Origin It's a hcckuva lot 
better than their previous C.ultosaurus 
Erect us stint. Someone from a local 
station said today that it s easily just 
as good as their 1976-release, Agents 
o f  Fortune. Well, I wouldn’t go that 
far. The songs that are equally as good
as any on Agents o f  Fortune include 
"Joan Crawford,” “ Burning For You,” 
“Vengeance (The Pact),” and “After 
Dark.” The rest, well, don’t cut it (a 
little more than half). A lot of ’em 
sound like backwash from Erectus LP. 
I he four i mentioned, however, have 
given me faith in a band that I thought 
was turning into a lost cause. Here's 
w hy.. •
B.O.C.’s last album (the aforemen­
tioned) was a very low point for the 
hand. Uirrors. the one before Erectus. 
was about two-thirds "good.” The 
dive" LP before Uirrors, entitled 
Some Enchanted Evening turned out 
to be One Disenchanted Bunch o f  
Trash (bad sound). Spectres, the LP 
before the “live” flop was again, like 
Mirrors. two-thirds decent. Then, of 
course, the famous Agents o f  Fortune 
album-excellent through and through.
There you have it, a little rundown 
of B.O.C.’s last six albums (the fust 
four we’ll go into some other time- 
may be).
Above all of the Cult’s bad compo­
sitions it’s the good ones that keep us 
listening. Cult creates music one way; 
either it’s sensational or it’s ungodly 
hard to listen to.
UPCOM ING EV EN TS 
FOR FALL
* Blues & Jazz September 11, 1981 5:00 pm-Midnight West Campus Center Lawn
Featuring:
The Son Seals Band 
The Bryan Lee Band 
The Jim m y Johnson Band 
I.O .U.
51.00 students
52.00 general admission
*• Welcome Rack Weekend September 25-27, 1981
•JackC.lacer October 2, 1981 8:00 pm Fountain Street Church
Topic: "Survivalin Auschwitz,” a personal account of the Holocaust
*• Family Day October 3, 1981 Events Start at 10:00 am.
* Russ Burgess: Musician-Mind Reader October 23, 1981 7:00 pm.
CC Multi-purpose Rooms
* * The National Touring Company 
o f  Second City
October 28, 1981 8:00 pm.
Calder Fine Arts — LA  I
S2.25 students $3.25 general admission
**Homecoming Weekend 
***Little Brother/Sister Weekend
*Detroit Lions/Dallas Cowboys Football Trip
October 29-31, 1981 
November 13-15, 1981
November 15, 1981
FOR MORE INFO R M ATIO N CALL:
M U S E U M  O F  A R T  R E C R U I T I N G  
V O L U N T E E R S
The Muskegon Museum of A rt announ­
ces an Orientation Sesaion/Raception for 
those interested in volunteering at the 
Museum's Recption Desk. This session 
will bs held or, Wednesday, September 
16 at 10:00 a.m. at the Museum, 296 
Wast Webster Avenue.
Those interested should contact 
Richard Nalson at 722-2600 for Further 
information.
Douma
Art
Supplies
214 E ast Fulton Ph. 458-9393
'Student Senate, Ext. 231 
"S tu d e n t Activities, Ext. 295 
""H o u s in g , Ext. 531
Bookstore News Flash
Vol. 1, No. 1
Collegiate Look Sweater 
New Fashion Craze
V necks are in this fall, and 
the Campus Bookstore has one 
on sale now, just in time 
for the new semester. In navy 
or white, this imprinted 
sweater is perfect for guys 
or girls, to help keep toasty 
warm in the chilly weather 
ahead.
Also on sale now is a 
classy woman's stretch terry 
short sleeve pullover in a 
selection of pretty pastel 
colors.
Keep your eyes open for 
other Bookstore fashion spe­
cials and be sure to check out 
the Bookstore’s fine line of 
popular G V S C  imprinted 
sportswear-joggers, jackets, 
t-shirts, hooded pullovers, 
baseball shirts, and much, 
much morel
Sweater reg. $13.50 now $10.00 
Ladies Pullover reg. $11.50 now $8.00
Students Carrying 
Heavier Class Loads
The Bookstore has many 
style* and colors of packs in 
stock now to help make your 
class Load easier to carry! In 
fact, the Bookstore stocks 
five brands o f packs—Trager, 
MonSac, Caribou. EastPak and
Alpenlite—all top names in 
backpacks.
The Bookstore also ha" a 
few sale packs left, but hurry; 
quantities o f these sale items 
are limited)
Bookstore Shopping 
Can Save Gas $
Next time you run out of 
toothpaste or remember a birth­
day that you shouid have remem­
bered the day before, let the 
Bookstore bail you o u t The 
Bookstore has a wide selection 
o f Health & Beauty Aids as wall 
as great gift ideas. And you nead 
never go o ff campus!
Decorating Ideas 
From The Bookstore
The Bookstore is just loaded 
with ideas for personalizing your 
living space— be it a dorm room 
or an apartment. Cover unattrac­
tive wall spaces with posters or 
prints of famous works of art. 
Slip one of our attractive greet­
ing cards into a 5X7 frame, 
or mat it and frame it in an 
8X10. O r why not hang a 
Mamshka print? The Book­
store carries all kinds of picture 
hanging hardware; one type will 
be right for your wall surface.
Cork is in! The Bookstore 
now not only has traditional 
.cork boards, but magnetic cork 
initials and larger decorative 
ieiiefs that can double as memo 
boards. Speaking of memo 
boards the Bookstore also has 
wipe-off boards so you need 
never miss a message!
For your desk area, there are 
of course decorative calendars 
and daily planners, but why not 
be creative? Try a bright new 
desk lamp, or colorful plastic 
paper clips ("The Big Clip ) 
and book ends. Personalize your 
letters and notes with attractive 
stationary sealed with a rainbow 
sticker. Photo stacks show off 
your loved ones, or try a heart- 
shaped 'Perfect Frame". And 
how about an old-fashioned 
tin for a pencil box? The Book­
store carries ali of these.
These are just starting points. 
The Bookstore has many other 
decorarive items— mobiles, mugs, 
stuffed animals, Ziggy lap boards 
and bookmarks, Kliban Cat 
items, and much more.
Or w hy not be reaily creative 
and paint a masterpiece for your 
room? The Bookstore also carries 
a wide selection of art supplies!
Lakers 
Number 1!
Th e  Lakers are ready for a 
new season, and they need your 
support. Show your school 
spirit with flags, pennants, or 
pom-poms or one of the many 
other spirit items in the Book­
store!
Monday, August 31, 1981
Books in 
Store Bound 
To Please Y ou
Limited Time Only
Bookstore Hours Extended
Mon.. Aug. 31
Tun.. Sept. 1
Wed. - Th u rj.. Sept. 2 - 3
Fri., Sept 4
Mon.. Sept. 7
Tues., Sept. 8
Wed. - Th u rv . Sept 9-1P
Fri.. Sept 11
Mon. - T im . .  S*pt 14-15
8:30 - 8:00  
8:30 - 7:00 
8:30 • 7:00 
8:30 • 4:30  
Closed 
8:30 - 7:00 
8:30 - 7:00 
8:30 - 4:30  
8:30 • 7:00
Regular Hours (after Sept 16)
Monday 8:30 • 7:00
Tuesday - Friday 8:30 -4 :3 0
Last day to return books: 
Wednesday. Sant 1ft
See you at the Bookstore!
The Bookstore carries a 
wide variety of books— from 
texts to best sellers. You'll 
find health food cookbooks 
and self help books as well as 
testing aids and special subject 
paperbacks on Bookstore 
shelves.
Be sure to purchase your 
reference materials now, in 
time for fall semester. The 
Bookstore has a wide variety 
of dictionaries and thesau- 
ruses, hardbound and paper 
back. Also in stock are 
foreign language dictionaries, 
rhyming dictionaries . . . 
almost any kind of diction­
aries! Don't wait for your 
first term paper; be prepared 
with reference materials from 
the Bookstore.
/
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— sports 1981 Fall Preview
^ P g T jn n M E  B A C K  IM;
3 0  C Off Submarine
expires Sept. 30. 1981
IS IT  A  LO C O M O TIV E  EXPRESS? Well, kind of. Actually, it's Paul Svabik intensely returning a fumble with 
Brian Houser (43) and Mike Given (21, graduated) in hot pursuit of anyone trying to stop him (photo by Bob 
Packard).
L A K E R  K U R T  'O H N S O N  e v E i rone as he slips away from a Western Michigan foe (photo by Bob
Packard).
Lady N etters Set Sights On First
PEPPINO’S PIZZA
2 C O N V EN IEN T LO C A TIO N S 
T O  SERVE Y O U
by Fred Garrett 
Sports Writer
Though at the date of this issue, the 
Laker gridders will have sweated out 
two weeks of training camp, this 
particular article is the result of an 
eariy August interview with head 
coach Jim Harkema (via a long dis­
tance call). He sounded to be in un­
usually high spirits, riding high on the 
tide of pre-season optimism.
"The kids and the s»aff are all 
anxious to get back and get to work” 
said Harkema.
Starting on August 20th when 
forty freshmen arrive, the Laker 
coaching staff will have their hands 
full as they begin their chase for the 
GLIAC (Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference) championship. 
The upperclassmen arrive the next 
day bringing the total to ninety. On 
the 21st the paring down process 
begins. Fitness tests consisting of 
chins, dips, benching, and squaring 
will help tell the story of those who 
worked out over the summer. For 
those who come out of these tests 
unscathed, rigorus three and two-2 
day practices are sure to take their 
toll.
"We’ve been picked to win or have 
won the conference for the past five 
years,” said Harkema.
Harkema expects some fierce 
competition at some of the positions, 
particularly at wide reciever.
"We’ll have a lot of depth at the 
reciever positions. (Jeff) Chadwick 
and Mike (Woods), wiil really be 
pushed by Billy Luchstead and 
Stephen Morgan."
"Most of the returnees, though, 
will have to be beaten ou t,” conceded 
Harkema.
Harkema readily proclaims that he 
will field an offense capable of both 
running and passing. The emphasis 
of his attack depends on the develop­
ment of the offensive line.
"We’ve got maybe a half dozen 
linemen that I know of returning. 
We’ve sent letters out to them -per- 
sonal letters-and we’ve gotten no 
response. Heck, I don’t even know if 
most of them arc still in school!" 
exclaimed Harkema.
Herman Benson, who expected to 
be a mainstay in any Laker line, 
sustained a knee injury over the 
summer, but should be ready to play. 
“ Right now it’s 70-30 that he’ll play ” 
assured Harkema. Any hopes of a 
solid Laker line appear very din with­
out Benson.
Harkema still remains optimistic 
though.
“The key to this year .s leadership 
from our Seniors. Most of them have 
been around all four years waiting to 
play; waiting for their chance at the 
helm."
"Their enthusiasm has just been 
building ind building. They can only 
get better.”
A prime example is Senior quarter­
back Steve Mitchuta. The 6 4 
"Borgcss Bomber” has backed up 
Laker record setting quarterback 
Dave Quinely for three years and now 
appears ready, willing and quite able 
to run the Laker show.
“ I have no worries 
back” echoed Harkema. Steve and 
Jeff (Oliver) arc both ready to play. 
I’ve been watching Steve for three 
years now and I know what he is cap­
able of doing.”
Harkema echoed his spring approval 
of his linebacking corp as being his 
strongest asset. Running teams will 
find it tough going against the [Akers.
The Laker ground game, already 
strong with Kurt Johnson, Tony 
Schmitt and Brian Bates in the fold, 
could even be stronger with the tena- 
tive additions of former Western 
Michigan runners Ed Parham and 
Wayne Robinson. They have both 
started at one time or another for the 
Broncos.
Remarked Harkema, "both are 
good football players and may join us 
dependant upon their completion of 
summer courses. But I never count 
anyone until they are officially there.”
Grand Valle>'’s first game is 
September 12th when NCAA Division 
I! powerhouse Northern Iowa hosts 
the Lakers. They will then have two 
weeks to prepare for their first home 
game against old nemesis Northern 
Michigan.
JE F F  C H A D W H IC K  SNAGS an over the shoulder catch for six at a 
Franknn opponent unsuccessfully soars for the ball (photo by Bob
Packard).
Peppino’s*2
Allendale next to GVL Party Store
895-4308
Mon. - Thurs 4 :30-1 :00  Fri., Sat. 4 :30 -2  a.m.
O N  S U N D A Y  C A L L  S T A N D A L E
Peppino’s^l
Standale 4176 Lake Mich. Dr. 453-8219
Thurs. Fri. -11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Fri - Sat 4:30 - 2 a.m.
GRAND VALLEY Will be 
without four year quarter- 
back Dave Quinley (file 
photo).
by Sue Shaub
With the loss of only two seniors, 
the women’s volleyball team will 
resume the season definitiy a dom­
inant force in the conference. Eyeing 
first place in the Great Lakes Inter­
collegiate Athletic Conference 
(G.L.I.A.C.), the women hope to im­
prove on their third place 1980 finish.
“ We always shoot for first,” said 
head coach Joan Boand.
Boand anticipates that former 
league winner Wayne State not to be 
as strong as last year.
“Wayne lost their star player plus 
they have a new coach which always 
takes rime to adjust to .”
Boand also sees 1980 second 
place Lake Superior to  be extremely 
tough despite being without their best 
setter whom graduated.
“ 1 expect a better season if 1 put to­
gether the
and if the players want to win. 
have a nucleus of good people and ex­
pect to be very competitive,” said 
Boand.
Returning letter winner Jayne 
johnson in BuiruiS opinion is one of 
the best setters in the State. Johnson 
will receive help in the setting position 
from Diane Carison in which Boand 
would like to run a 6-2 offensive game
P*“ - ,  _  .
“ List year we ran a 5 -. o.-cnsive
and Jayne (Johnson) was our only
A  L A K E R  V O L L E Y B A L L  pteyar grimacas m  smash*, a < o * . into 
tha out stratchad a rm  of bar opponants (photo by Jon Wanat).
P LE A S E -N O  C H EC K S
"PICK IT UP FOR FA S TER  SERVICE"
players.”
Sophomore Beth Almburg is an­
other returner to  look for. According 
to Boand, she is an aggressive all 
around player and exceptionally smart 
in the front row.
Eileen Clark will be in a Laker uni­
form for the first time this year as she 
transferred from Malcomb Junior 
College.
“ Eileen is a good all-around player. 
She is a setter and has good Volleyball 
hands,” said Boand.
The women have plenty of time 
to get their game into shape as their 
first game isn’t until September 22, 
against Calvin College.
setter. Towards the end of the season 
1 think it wore her down. With Diane 
helping, Jayne will be able to do 
more,” said Boand.
Junior Mar)’ Belt will be another 
key to the Lakers success. Belt, 
according to Boand is the best hitter 
on the team but was hampered with a 
shoulder injury last season.
“She’ll probably have to play with 
some pain again this year depending 
on how bad it is,” said Boand.
Great things are expected from 
Karen Mohr.
Commented Boand, “ Karen is an 
excellent leaper and a very good 
hitter. She plays aggressive ball, 
something wc need from all of our
Watch Out! Grid Iron Fever is Contagious
>
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Onside With The Lakers
by Sue Shaub Sports Editor
Freshman Take Notice
Freshman take notice. Hey linen, I know how tough it i» to be a fresh­
man. I, heaven forbid, was one myself not so long ago (but thank God 
long enough). And that's what people like myself are here for, to inform 
and broaden your horizons with a totally new knowledge of things you 
probably could care less about, but alas, that doesn't stop us.
H old On To Your H ats
First off, a little about myself (I’ll bet you're thrilled). Yes, I am a 
woman sports editor but before you jump to any conclusions I do know 
more about sports than how to admire and drool over the physique 
of many male athletes (although I must say I do enjoy those underwear 
advertisments that Jim Palmer does). Secondly, a hot sports story will 
always take priority over a chipped or cracked fingernail (now a broken 
one I’ll have to think about).
Just to show you that I'm on the level. I’ll bet you don’t know who the 
winning pitcher was in the final game of the 1934 World Series. Well 
frankly, neither do 1, so let's just call it even.
Personally, this my second year as the Lanthorn sports editor. I’ll 
always be a dedicated Detroit Tiger fan (the sucker that 1 am), no matter 
how many times they come in fourth, fifth, and sixth place. I love the 
Lions' and hope they don't get cocky this year and bite the dust them­
selves. But no matter how hard I try, 1 just can't stomach Howard Cossell. 
The guy knows a lot about athletics, but let’s face it, anytime you have to 
have a dictionary to understand a sports broadcaster, something has got 
to be wrong. Maybe it’s just the way he says the things he does that makes 
me wonder if he actually knows what the heck he’s talking about. I must 
admit that whenever I need a good laugh (or something equivalent to a 
rolaid), I always turn on Howard.
Abbrevations
Abbrevations. It is an absolute necessity of our shortened society, 
something we couldn't live without, bui let me tell you they can be a 
royal pain you-know-where. Here at GVSC (Grand Valley State Colleges), 
there arc several sports abbrevations that will be used quite often that you 
should become familiar with.
The first is G.L.I.A.C. This is the collegiate conference that Grand 
Valley is in. It stands for Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 
(don't ask me why). Other colleges in our league are; Ferris State, Wayne 
State, Oakland University, Hillsdale College, Saginaw Valley, Michigan 
Tech, and Lake Superior State.
The second term is NCAA(National Collegiate Athletic Association). 
This is Grand Valley's new athletic affilation for both men and women 
(see budget cut story, this page). The NCAA replaced the NAIA (National 
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics) for the men and the AIAW
(Association for the Intercollegiate Athletics for Women) for the women. 
Grand Valley is in the Division II of the NCAA which means that they 
compete aganst other Division II schools although some of their compet­
ition is both Division I and ill. But those are the basic terms with which 
you may not know. Other schools that we may mention, for instance 
Western Michigan or Central, arc from the Mid American Conference 
(MAC) league. All together now, what does G.L.I.A.C. mean? Just 
kidding, I won't require that you memorize it until at least the third issue.
In Conclusion
Someone asked me If I was going to do a story on the baseball strike. 
I pondered the question then stated rather dryly, "no". Acutally, I didn’t 
follow the strike too closely, don’t care too much about it, and would 
rather Hron the whole subject (unlike some broadcasters I know). Please, 
no applause, just make out checks in large amounts.
Oh, by the way, I lied when 1 said I didn’t know who the winning 
pitcher was in the final game of the 1934 World Series (after all, whatls a 
sports editor for?). I believe (correct me if I’m wrong), the man was none 
other than Dizzy Dean of the St. Louis Cardnials. What team did he beat? 
Who else but the Detroit Tigers. The Cards’ whipped the Tigers 11-0 in the 
seventh game of the series.
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ROCKING Y O U  
7
N IG H TS A  WEEK!
S U N D A Y: Country Live....
V* price on mix drinks 
&  supa beers.
M O N D A Y  &  TU ESD A Y:
Live Rock-n-Rol!...,.
2 for 1 on bottle beer.
W ED N ESD AY:
Grand Rapids
Original cldses night.
TH U R S D A Y:
Supa Thursday....
Special on supa beers.
* i /W’fJw
1:5707 alpine n.w.
Six Sports Cut
Athletic Dept Tightens Belt On Budget
Spor.i Editor note: Although we 
ran this story in the summer, we are 
rerunning it to familiarize students and 
faculty who have not been on campus 
with recent budget cuts that forced 
the dismisal o f six Grand Valley 
sports.
In an effort to strengthen the 
intercollegiate program while reducing 
the overall cost of intercollegiate 
athletics. Grand Valley has announced 
plans, effective for fall of 1981, to 
drop four sports, alter the status of 
two others, and discontinue member­
ship in two nation athletic associa­
tions.
According to Athletic Director Dr. 
George MacDonald, Grand Valley will 
no longer offer men’s and women’s 
tennis, golf, or field hockey. Crew, 
which has been a varsity sport for both 
men and women, will be changed to 
club status.
In addition, said MacDonald, “We’ll 
maintain our affiliations with the 
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference, and the National Collegi­
ate A.thletic Association Division II 
(NCAA). We’ll drop out of the 
National Association for Intercollegi­
ate Athletics (NAIA) and the Associa­
tion for Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (AIAW).”
MacDonald said the changes in the 
program are the result of an in-depth 
study which began more than a year 
ago. Since then, he said, coaches, 
staff, administrators, and the colleges' 
Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory 
Board have been involved in setting 
priorities for the sixteen varsity
sports the college currently offers.
Among the criteria usej in de ter 
mining these priorities were the avail­
ability of facilities at Grand Valley, 
the extent to which the sport is played 
in Michigan high schools, the avail­
ability o f competition in the immedi­
ate area, th . cost per participant, 
recognition of the sport in the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Confer­
ence (GL1AC), the role o f the sport in 
the physical education curriculum, 
spectator interest, and potential for 
lifelong participation.
MacDonald said crew will be shifted 
from a varsity sport to a club, as are 
most of the crew teams which Grand 
Villey competes Club sports receive 
their operating funds from private 
sources rather than directly from a 
college or university budget. In 
addition, he said, crew is not a Great 
Lakes Conference sport, is not part of 
most high school programs i,i Michigan 
and offers little opportunity for com­
petition in the immediate area.
In the past, crew teams have de­
monstrated their capability for raising 
revenues, according to MacDonald, 
and it is expected the sport will he 
able to be self-sufficient in th - future. 
Grand Valley will continue to offer 
the teams the use of school equipment 
and the crew house
Among reasons for cutting field 
hockey were the unavailability of 
facilities for next fall as well as the 
facts that it is not a GLIAC sport and 
is offered by few high schools in 
Michigan.
The difficulty of securing long­
term commitments from qualified
pan-time coaches entered into the 
decisions to cut not only field hockey 
but also tennis and golf, according 
to MacDonald.
MacDonaid said he expects other 
colleges and universities in the GLIAC 
may also drop tneir memberships in 
the NAIA and the AIAW soon in favor 
o f NCAA affiliation. The advantages 
of such an arrangement are that the 
NCAA is the most widely reconizcd 
aifiliation, there will be only a single 
set of eligibility rules for all students, 
and the NCAA, unlike other associa­
tions, reimburses most costs for 
participation in the national champ­
ionships.
Lariler this year, Grand Valley 
announced a reduction in its scholar­
ship athletic expenditures, which have 
been among the lowest of the eight 
teams in the GLIAC. Grand Valley s 
total athletic scholarship budget will 
be cut from $186,302 for 1980-1981 
to $129,934 by the 1984-85 academic 
year.
The number of sports in which 
athletic scholarships are offered, which 
now stands at thirteen, will be reduced 
to six. A phased reduction program 
will enable Grand Valley to honor all 
present commitments to students and 
to adjust its programs accordingly.
Grand Valley and several other 
Great Lakes Conference schools rc- 
scntly proposed that the GLIAC set 
limits on scholarship and other operat­
ing expenditures connected with inter­
collegiate athletics within the confer­
ence. The GLIAC Fxecutivc Council 
has not yet acted on this standardiza­
tion proposal.
FO R M ER  M E N ’S and w o­
men's tennis coach Don 
Dickinson (pictured with wife 
Patty) will no longer be seen 
around Grand Valley. Budget 
cuts forced six sports to be 
dropped including both ten 
nis teams, fieldhockey, golf, 
and men's and women's crew 
(photo by Bob Stcfer).
THE HIGH COST OF AI
COLLEGE EDUCATION 
JUST WENT DOWN I 
A FEW DEGREES.
ANNOUNCING THREE NEW 
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 
PROGRAMS THAT CAN HELP
YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE,
If you're like many col­
lege students, the closer you 
get to your degree, the deeper 
you get into debt. But, you 
don't have to get in over your 
head. Not when you join the 
Army National uuard.
Because now, the Guard 
has three new programs to 
help you pay for college: the 
Colieige Loan Repayment Pro­
gram; the Educational
Assistance Program, and the 
Enlistment Bonus Program. 
And you don't have to wait for 
graduation to take advantage 
of them. You could join the 
Guard right now.
You see, the Army Na­
tional Guard is part-time. After 
your initial training, it takes 
just two days a month and two 
weeks of annual training a 
year to serve. So there's plenty 
of time left for your studies. 
And you get paid for every 
hour you put into the Guard, 
so you'll have extra cash for 
books, lab fees, and all those 
other little expenses that 
come up.
Of course, there's more 
to the Guard than money. It's a 
chance to do something”good 
for your country, as well as for 
people right in your own com-
The Guard is
America ai its ueSt
munity. The Guard can give 
you more options in your life— 
and more control over your 
financial future.
If that sounds like where 
you want to be, see your fi­
nancial aid officer, contact 
your local Army National 
Guard recruiter, or use the toll- 
free number below for com­
plete details on how the Guard 
can help you pay for college. 
And help in a lot of other " 
ways, too. But hurry! These 
special programs for coliege 
students are available for a 
limited time only.
ARMY
NATIONAL
Call toll-free: 8 0 0 -6 3 8 -7 6 0 0 .
In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Virgin Islands (St Croix): 773-6438; 
Maryland: 728-3388; in Alaska, consult your local phone directory.
L pjyiMT* unmiim
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While You Were Gone...
by Sue Shaub
While most of the student body 
and faculity took off for home after 
their final exam last year, several 
spring sports were still plugging along, 
nearing the end of the season and app 
roaching tournaments.
The women’s softball team a t^er 
tying for first, was Ditted in the 
Division II State tournament. After 
beating Lake Superior in the first game 
of a double elimination tournament,
the women loss to Ferris State 3-L 
When the 1980 regular school 
year ended, the Laker baseball team
WaS Cnjv/^ t assg ••• -1*- *-■
with only four games remaining in 
the season. The enjoyment died when 
they lost doubleheaders to  Ferris anil 
Wayne State slipping quickly to 
third place overall.
Tournament play didn’t prove to 
be much better as they were defeated 
by Spring Arbor in a double elimin­
ation tournament.
The Lakers burned Aquinas in the 
first game of competition 7-4, but fell 
prey to Spring Arbor in the second
contest 4-3.
They then needed to win the next 
two games against Spring Arbor in 
order to advance to the districts but 
didn't see any further past the first
game.
Coach Phil Regan pinpointed the 
overall problem to a lack of defensive
play.
"The idea of baseball is pitching, 
speed and defense. We had a lot of 
hitting but the defense was not good.”
"Hitting often made up for our 
defensive errors. When your ahead by 
ten runs, an error in the defense isn’t 
noticed, but when the game Is close, 
mistakes cost you ball games.”
Other important sports news in­
volves recent budget cuts that forced 
the dismisal of six Grand Valley sports 
(sec budget cut story page 12).
G R A N D  V A L L E Y 'S  7-4 win over Aquinas was one of the faw 
occasions the Lakers had the opportunity to celebrate. Hera teammatM 
congratulate pitcher Bill Leonard who caine on in relief and held 
Aquinas in check (photo by Sue Shaub).
E V E N  A C E P ITC H E R  Jo Maginity couldn't hold off Ferris as the 
women's softball team was defeated 3-1 in the Division II State 
Tournament (photo by Bob Packard).
H U R L E H  B IL L  L E O N A R D  goes through the motion (photo by 
Sue Shaub),.
L A R R Y  D A V ID 'S  home run 
against Spring Arbor wasn't 
enough to lift Grand Valley 
to victory (photo by Sue 
Shaub).
/
A  fully authentic Mexican menu 
which also includes American dishes. 
•Carry Outs
Open
mon. • Thurs. 8 a.m. -11 p.m 
Fri. - Sat. 8 a.m. - midnight
Phone: 895-4326
A lle n d a le M-46
Old 
Kent Bank
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college is more than classes
-g e t  INVOLVED!
...........................
Pi Kappa Phi is Grand Valley's oldest chartered fraternity.. Primarily it 
is an organization of men with youthful vigor; with common goals and 
ideals; having a bond of friendship among them.
On a national level, Pi Kappa Phi is the fastest growing fraternity. It's 
progressive approach towards the development of it's members as leaders is 
! it's key ingredient.
On a local level, we are involved in intramural sports, campus and 
I community service projects, scholarship programs, raising money for the 
j severely handicapped, and a full range of social activities.
Come and meet our members and hear more about fraternity life.
I Wednesday, September 6, 1981. 8:00 pm. Commons.
The Model United Nations cordially invites you to get involved. Grand 
J Valley's Model U .N . 's purpose is educational and academic in nature Our 
; sole purpose is to promote a better understanding of international relat­
ions and the governing process on all levels of government by simulating an 
I international organization.
Our first meeting will be held Wednesday, Sept. 9 at 6 p.m. in the Cam­
pus Center Hardy Room. See you there!
WSRX is Grand Valley's student operated radio station. Tune into 
88.5 if you want to iiear the finest music available. We have over 4,000 
j album: in our library, so there is a good chance we'll have something you— 
i  want to hear. To  keep you on top of what's happening around the area, 
j we have information spots every hour and campus news at noon and 5 pm.
[ If you'd like to work at WSRX, drop by our studios in the basement of 
| the Campus Center. W SRX exists to serve Y O U .
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. was founded in 1906 on the campus 
I of Cornell University, Ithaca, New York thus making it the first black 
| fraternity.
The object of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity is to stimulate the ambition 
; of its members; to prepare them for the great usefulness in the cause of 
humanity, freedom, and dignity of the individual, to encourage the highest 
and notlest form of manhood, and to aid down trodden humanity in its 
I efforts to achieve higher, social, economic, and intellectual status.
Come and hear more about the Black and Gold tradition at our Open 
Smoker, September 14, 1981, 8:00 pm in rooms E and F in the Campus 
j Center.
The Association for Computing Machinery (A C M ) would like all 
j Computer Science majors and minors- and all others interested— to attend 
our first meeting (Sept. 14, 2:00, in the Hardy Room) if at all possible. 
During the year we sponsor many lectures, events, and field trips -a few 
parties too! If you wish, you get discount membership and subscription 
rates in the prestigious National ACM . If you can't make it, or want to 
talk, call Art Vanden Wyngaard, 531-2258, or Jamie Hitchings, 453-5321, 
or type !ACM on GVSC's computei.
The GVSC Student Senate would like to welcome everyone back to 
1 Grand Valley for the '81 - '82 school year.
UPCOM ING E V E N TS :
—  Blues Festival Sept. 11
—  Film Series
—  Lecture Series
—  and Much, Much More!
W6 ,,eed yo u -th e  GVSC student to make everything come together! 
Our first meeting will be Sept. 8, 1981 4:00 6:00 pm. Laurel Room.
Get Involved-we need Y O U ! Ext. 231
With This Entire A d  One 
Ticket $1.50 TH U R S .
9/3/81• ^ f lA iN F if io -< m iu  3 6 3 -8412J
•
Stripes R
• -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
Blue Lagoon R
QUAD Treat Yourself To  A  Show
l  29th St «t L  Bedfine -  South ol Eistbrook M i l  J
Arthur PG THE N IGHT THE LIGHTS  
WENT OUT IN GEORGIA j
American Werewolf 
L in London R
Chu Chu and
Philly Flash PG j
! r
t-squareart center
4045 plainfield ave., n.e. 
(just north of 1-96)
art & drafting 
supplies
we’ve got what 
you want 
...try us!
3 6 1 -6 9 6 8
Perspective —  Pro from page 4 j
i
that the air controllers who chose to strike were in intransigence. In his letter to Robert Poli, even 
violation of the law. The fact that he and his ad- C A N D ID A T E  Reagan recognized that the govern- 
ministration left the air controllers no alternative ment "often can be a bad boss;" with the right to 
did not mentioned in his pronouncements To his strike, federal employees can be better assured that 
mind, the law had been violated; his duty was clear, the government will be a fair boss.
He had to punish the air controllers for their 3 , granting federal employees the right to strike,
gression.
Such 3 legalistic stance ignores an important
I— '
point however. Should federal employees have the 
right to strike?
Of coures! Every employee ought to have the 
right of withholding his or her services when they 
believe their working conditions to be unbearable. 
Federal employees ought not to be excepted from 
this right.
We may rightly be alarmed at the prospect of 
striking civil servants. But even more alarming is the 
prospect of the government refusing to bargain in 
good faith with its employees during contract 
negotiations. Only by having the right to strike, can 
federal employees be assured that the government 
will bargain in good faith. It gives federal em­
ployees an option in dealing with governmental
we need not fear the curtailment of viral public 
services cverytime contract negotiations occure. So 
long as both sides remain willing to bargain in good 
faith, a strike would be unwarranted. There are 
already legal precedents to restrict unions from 
using a strike to blackmail their employers into 
accepting unreasonable demands by curtailing vital 
public services, and such precedents could easily be 
enlarged to cover governmental employees.
Once the government chooses to abuse its posi­
tion by refusing to negotiate, federal employees 
ought to have the right to strike and thereby force 
the government to reopen the negotiating process. 
Only by granting federal employees the right to 
strike can an adequate balance be maintained be­
tween management and labor in government em­
ployment.
Writing Center 
to publish 
daily bulletin
A new opportunity for practical writing experi­
ence will be offered C-rand Valiev Students this 
fall when the College of Arts and Sciences Writing 
Center begins publishing a daily events bulletin 
Center Director Walter Foote will supervise the op­
eration, designed to provide infonnarion to the 
Grand Valley community on a daily basis.
The bulletin will be posted at designated loca­
tions in all campus buildings. Publication will be­
gin Tuesday, September 8.
Information to be included in the bulletin 
should be submitted in writing to the Writing fen  
ter, B-204 Mackinac Hall, two days before de­
sired publication date. Forms for submitting an 
nouncements arc available at the Center.
While you're 
budgeting your 
money for the 
s c h o o l  year,  
don’t forget the 
new Oid Kent 
College Student 
Checking Plan.
To help you 
make every cent 
count, we have 
a checking ac­
coun t  free of  
service charges 
waiting for you T 
to use. r'Z*
No monthly 
m a i n t en a n c e  
charges. Nc per-check charges. 
No minimum balances.
To get your no-service-charge 
Old Kent checking account, all 
we ask is that you show us your 
college I.D. card for the current
school year.
Of course, 
we’d like you to 
think of Old Kent 
for all your bank­
ing needs, too.
Stop in today 
and open your 
no-service-charge 
college student 
checking account. 
It’s like having
your per­
sonal student aid 
progr am.  Be­
cause it helps you 
stretch your bud­
get a little farther.
So, while you’re in college, 
be sure to get your no-service- 
charge student checking account. 
At any of the Old Kent family of 
banks in the Grand Rapids metro­
politan area.
IMo-Service-Charge Checking for Coiiege Students
OLD KENT 
BANK
Memhsr FDlC
ll a — a
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Hubba Tubba:fun and relaxation
by Susan Collins
Editor-in-chief
Close . imagine warm rippling water
massaging, soothfttg your tired body.
Sounds like a commercial for the newest bath oil, 
right? Wrong. It’s Hubba Tubba the latest in relaxa­
tion.
Hubba Tubba, a relatively new establishment in 
Grand Rapids, features hot tub rental. The hot 
tubs, complete with private room open to the sky, 
provid individuals with a unique, relaxing experience.
There are eleven rooms altogether, four redwood 
tubs and seven fiberglass-each having a whirlpool. 
One hot tub can accomodate six to eight people. 
There is one special rub which can handle large 
groups up to Twenty persons. Steam room and 
sauna are extra options available.
According to Mary Anderson, who heips manage 
Hubba Tubba, their clientele vary from arthritic 
individuals, to couples, to families, to people of all 
ages. Some even use Hubba Tubba’s facilities for 
therapy, with their insurance covering the cost
“Relaxation is the primary concern,” says 
Anderson. “ And, people are willing to afford them­
selves a luxury ”
Owner, Larry de I.iefde, explains how Hubba 
Tubba came into existence.
“ First a sculpture and artist. I’ve used my own 
creativity in a commercial way.” de L.iefde said, 
“ I sold hot tubs and had one of my own. Everytimr
I tried to sell one. I found it difficult to descnbe-Jo 
this gives them a chance to try one beforehand.
Although, his first idea was to  use the place as a 
sales promotion, there has been a complete rum 
around because of the big response for hot tub 
rental.
de I.iefde designed Hubba Tubba's unique building 
and did most of the physical labor involved in its 
opening.
The newest addition to Hubba Tubba’s services 
will be finished in about 1V4 months- mobile hot 
tubs. According to de I.iefde. they will have four 
mobile hot tub units for individuals who want to 
have a party at home. However, this latest luxury 
will be expensive.
Hot tub rates run from $3.00 per person for a 
half-hour to $8.00 per person per hour between
I I  am. and 5 30 pm. Evening rates are higher. 
Reservations are required.
—A little bit of Europe
by Paul Worstcr
(Editor's note. Paul has been the chief photo­
grapher at the I anthom and or. sta ff fo r over the 
past year. While in Europe he will send us stories 
and photos o f his adventures.)
Welcome back, if your coming back. If this is 
your first year at GVSC, welcome to paradise.
I’ll be with you through out the coming year, but 
only in spirit. As you returned to Grand Valley I 
was on my way to Europe. I’ll be here for the next 
year, or two, or three. However long it takes me to 
find what I came here to find. I'd like to invite you 
to join me each week and rour Europe together.
For those of you who are contemplating study- 
abroad I hope to be able to provide enough infor­
mation for you to make your planning easier and 
perhaps give you some ideas on places to go while 
your here. I hope that by the time you’re ready to 
leave the states the air controller’s strike is over. 
They sure took a lot of the fun out of planning my 
departure.
For the student thinking of a trip abroad, Frank 
Swartz was a fountain of knowledge. Now that he s 
gone, you’ll have to rely- on Assistant Dean Seeger, 
at CAS, for whatever help she can lend your pre­
liminary planning. And, planning you should do, 
lots of it.
Be sure to  plan far enough in advance to  take ad­
vantage of the airlines’ Super Apex Fares. They re 
hundreds of dollars cheaper than regular fares but 
reservations must be made, and the tariff paid, at 
least three weeks in advance. Also, pay heed to the 
time of the year you choose to leave. The off­
season rates are cheaper yet. Stand-by fares are the 
least expensive of the lot and if you have the luxuries 
of patience and time you can save a bundle by 
traveling that way.
Use the services of a travel agent, they’re free. I 
checked out quite a number of them' before settling 
on Whitte Assoc, in Ada.
If you plan on traveling a lot while over here 
purchase a F.urail pass before leaving the states. 
They’re available in increments of one month, two 
months, and three months and you’ll save, save, save! 
European rail service is excellent, fast, efficient, and 
you'll meet some of the nicest people and have time 
to get to know them.
I'm in Rotterdam, Holland, at the moment and if 
any of you are thinking of making this country your 
iump’.-.g off-point be sure and look at the possibility 
of travel by bus. There is a service here called 
MAGIC BUS and it’s schedule is excellent, it’s fares 
fantastic. Their address in Amsterdam is Rokin 
Straat 38 and in Rotterdam, Korte Lijnbaan Straat 
24. A bus leaves at 11 pm daily for Paris and arrives
there at 6:30 am. From there you’ll be able to make 
connections to London, Greece, Italy, Spain, 
Portugal, and Morroco. Should you be traveling 
north there is an 11 am daily departure for 
Copenhagen, arriving there at 4 am. From 
Copenhagen they provide service to Gotenborg, 
Stockholm, Oslo, and Helsinki.
For those of you harboring asperations of becom­
ing a designer, especially in the field of architecture, 
look into the possibility of studying at the 
BOUWCENTRUM in Rotterdam. This place is 
heaver,.
BOUWCENTRUM is staffed by approximately 360 
persons, who are experts in virtually all the varied 
aspects of building and housing. BOUWCENTRUM 
makes in services available to all groups of people 
involved in building and housing: decision-makers, 
builders, designers as well as the user, the consumer.”
Check 'em out.
If anyone wants more information on one part­
icular subject or one particular location here in 
Europe, please let me know. Mail your questions to: 
Paul Worster, Jacob Cats Stratt 367, Rotterdam, 
Holland. If I can find the answers for you I’ll include 
them in a subsequent column. If you haven t any 
particular questions to send at least send me a 
Christmas card, I’ll miss you.
J IL L A Y N E  PRINCE A N D  Henry Hardy relax at Hubba Tubba (photo 
by Dan ft. Seeley).
The GVL P
We've got your
arty Stores
needs covered!
GVL 1 1 GVL II
Area's m ost com p le te  p a rty  store O n ly  store w ith in w a lk ing  distance
(com e and see our newer, bigger. o f CVSC
&  better facilities)
Beer - Wine - Liquor
Featuring: (keg beer available)
Beer - Wine - Liquor 895-7626
(keg b e e r always available)
8 9 5 -6 8 9 5 Large selection of grocery
G roceries H o t Snacks
and snack item s
Fresh H o t Popcorn
just o ff Campus-across from  the  w ater to w er
Watch for our Deli opening soon!
(next to  G ran d  Valley Lanes) m
•
Blues Festival Special: Buy a 72-pack of Beer and a coolerf. and get your ice FREE!
i • 
•
•
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G M N D  VI^LLGY S1AK  BLU€S f€S T W L
r-RIMY STOttGR 11,1981
SON SEALS BAND 
BRYAN LEE BAND 
JIMMY JOHNSON BAND 
I.O.U.
West Campus Center Lawn 
$1.00 G.V.S.C. students
r id  Y " o r t o r i /  P i  i b i h r -
« J V . i  I V ^ I U !  I  U U I I V ,
— NO BOTTLES OR CANS—
/
Sponsored by W.S.R.X., Student Senate Programming and Student Activities.
Tickets available at Campus Center Info, desk and all Crazy Larry's record stores.
We would like to thank Pro Audio for the sound
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